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THE END OF THE CENTURY.
As long as Grain waves and Grass grows, McCormick will be Famous.
The world-providing McCormick Machines approach their greatest triumph at the End of the CenturvAnd this is no common century.

The Pyramids, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Colossus of Rhodes, and the rest of the Seven Wonders of the•Id stand as mnniimf.ntc tn tVio nM-.i-,„„r,,„„*^ ,. ., , . ,

"uimcih or meWorld stand as monuments to the achievements
and Railroad are witnesses of the greater progress

The centuries that have gone before marked
before in monuments to potentates, this in mighty
loved— The People.
beyond the three score and ten look back and THE FIRST REAPER.

of the early centuries; Init the Reaper, Steamboat,
of this, the last and most pregnant of centuries,
progress in the arts, this in the sciences

; tho.se
inventions to aid those whom Lincoln .said God

Men and women wlio have passed a little

almost -see the beginning cjf the century, when, , , ,
ciiiiivi.^i. ,11.1; iiiu uc-iiiunuiii^ (jr tne centurv when

travel was mostly on foot, when a few rode in stage coaches or on saddle horses, when the mail was carried bv post bovs whenewspapers were read by tallow dips, when men wore rude clothes spun and woven at their own firesi.l'cs and ale 'breadmade from gram which had been sown broadcast by hand, threshed by hand, and reaped by hand -when the roads weretrails and the slow prairie schooners of the pioneers were entering the verge of the pathless West, when farther th-nthe Missouri all was deemed a desert and when there was no nami the time when migration would reach the Rock eswhen the telegraph was a toy, the telephone not even a dream, wht on was imported from Norway steel from Fnt-Hnd'when the steamship was an experiment, and when the lines of the loco. -vc had never been laid

'

^ ^^ ' - -

Against this dreary beginning stands out the luminous spectacle of Ine Changed Conditions of the End of the CenturvThe national wealth has increa.sed tenfold. The United States has out-
distanced all the countries on the globe in comfort, luxury, and jovous conditions
of human life. She has more railroads than the rest of the world. She exports
steel and steel machines to England. The mail goes by at sixty miles an hour.
We peruse our electrically printed newspapers by electric light. A netw(;rk of
roads ramifies this wide country. We have spread to the Rockies, yea to Cali-
fornia, yea west to the Philippines, and south to Cuba. We are wi'thin a week

from Chicago to London and less than a day from Chicago to New York. No person needs to wear homespun. We converseand do business a thousand miles apart. The deepest ocean carries our messages. The farmer sows his wheat by machinervand reaps it by a machine which also ties a knot around the sheaf with human-like deftness and accuracy -and that machine
IS tne famous McCormick.

The chief agent, the chief initiator, and the chief instigator, the great source, the fountain-head of this wonderfulprogress of the century is the McCormick, for without the McCormick the illimitable wheat fields, the bread-bearing areas ofthe world would have remained as of yore beyond the grasp of man. Large areas could be planted, but scarcity of help

THE FIRST LOCOMOTIVE.

TMf FinST STEAMBOAT.

' 1



hindered the harvest. The crop was ruined by over-ripeness and storms. The area that it was possible to till was limited.

Before the invention of the reaper, the average size of the farms in America was about 25 acres, and now it is nearly 150 acres.

This tells the story of how the McCormick strengthened the farmer on his farm.

The reaper not merely lessened human toil, but it increased the value of every tillable acre. It led in the grand

march of progress. It gallantly pioneered the way for both railroad and steamship, and then made them profitable by its

output, which taxed their utmost carrying capacities.

The three great achievements of the century are, the railroad, the steamship, and the reaper.

The Steel Horse and ihe Steel Ship have done much, but the Steel McCormick has done more.

For when Cyrus McCormick designed, constructed, and put on the market the first practical reaper known to the world,

he made the pivot upon which swung the progressive nineteenth century, showing more marvelous achievements in human

progress than in all the sixty centuries— the 6,000 years— preceding.

The McCormick for the first time in history made bread cheap in the temperate regions— cheap and constant. The

McCormick banished the fear of our fathers— famine times— the fear of the failure of the harvest. This glorious invention

has doubled the food resources of all nations. It has made possible The Agricultural Capture of the World's Grain and Grass.

From the moment when the first McCormick machine ensured the regular food supply of man, the nations have leapt

and bounded forward on the road of progress.

The inventions of Edison may replenish the world's treasuries with gold wrenched from the fastnesses of the mountains;

the discoveries of Tcsla may place within our very hand the long-wasted forces of the sun, the winds, and the rivers; but

the fruitful genius of Cyrus Hall McCormick can never be surpassed in its effects upon the well-being of mankind.

To Cyrus McCormick is due the enlargement of the results from the world's agriculture. To him is due the enormous

growth in wheat raising, and the creating of the hay harvest as the most valuable of all the crops our land produces. To him

is due the glory of emancipating the agriculturists of the entire earth from the cramping, back-breaking, uncheered toil of the

sickle. It was a great deed I

McCormick Harvesting Nacliine Company.
Chicago, January i, i8gg.

THI IND OF THI OINTURV ITUMBOAT. THl END Of THE OENTURy HARVESTER AND BINDIIt. THK END Of THE CCNTUKV LOCOMOTIVE.



THE PLANTER'S SON.
Cyrus Hall McCormick was born February „, ,809, in Walnut Grove, Rockbridge County. Virginia, of Scolch-Irish descent. Died in Chicago, May ,3, ,884.

r.^V^n.','"'^^ ^'''V^
the century Cyrus Hall McCormick was a lad in his teens, living on a farm in Virginia, and watching his father try in vain tomake a reapnig machine. Some of h,s time was spent at the public school but most of it was passed in helping on the plantation. This being a large

^incl Sn T't
""

1 fr ""J-
''"' *-'"'' ""'"'• ^ '-'''•P'-'"^'^'-'^ «h"l'' ""'» ^ blacksmithy. which the planters son found more interesting to hit turn ofrn.nd than books and tutors His talent tor mechanical invention was hereditary, his father, Robert McCormick, having invented a hemp breaker a

iJht r.r't •

'" \TTu ''="""" '"'" '''' ""^'^'"*"^ ^'^''P '^''f"^'^ ""^ '"^"^ "P "^'-' --P- P-'^'"-' ^\'h- 'iftee'n years of age he invented a

hth waV^ho ir'l'T " T^^''"^
^'"'' ^ """" '^'^' '" '^"'P P""'" '" "•^^P'"« ^^•'"' '^'^"- Two years after this he invented a hillside plow,^^h.ch was the first self-sharpen.ng plow ever made. With his faculty for invention he keenly watched his father, Robert McCormick's efforts in

t^lm'TZn^^^t !°\TuT'r
''?"""' '''"" attempted in vain -a machine for reaping. Gradually he became absorbed in the same

of thelXy ^ ' ^^ ^^ ^^"'' "'''''^'^ '° '"' ^^'" ^' '' ''^"^' '" '^" field-gradually his fertile mind made the master-stroke

SIX SUCCESSFUL STEPS IN THE LIFE OF MoCORMICK.

MAKING THE FIRST REAPER. HIS OWN SALESMAN. HIS FIRST CON' QOINO TO CUROPC. VICTOR AT THE FIRST EXHIBITION. DECORATED By NAPOLEON U'.

In iS3i-when Mr. McCormick was only twenty-two years oic. -this reaper was tested before a number of leading Virginia farmers It cutseveral acres of oats successfully. The year following it harvested fifty acres of wheat. It was a success, but just at that tLeftheTron-smdtingbusiness promising quicker returns, the young inventor's attention was diverted into another channel. In 1837 he returned to the reaper, which hehad previous y secured to h.m by patents, made several valuable improvements, and began to manufacture them for sale. In 1845 he had 100manufactured at Cincinnati. Two years after that he moved to Chicago, where he set up his own factory L. the first works

,, ,^ .

' ^^ ^^^^..^^.^ ...o .uvcuL.u.i as a ciuhs ueuveen an Astiey cnanot. a whee barrow, and a flv ng machine " butust as promptly, after It was tested on Mechis- celebrated experimental farm, made the amende by declaring •• the McCormick Rea^e^to be worththe Cost ot the entire Exposition.
^ a ^ i uv, «uim

T .ZTflr^^'-''^^^''- ^'V^
""

'f'^P^f
'""^ •"^'J'^ McCormick and the reaper famous in Europe and America. He was awarded the Cross of the

^C r ; lUuVc \ "r
'"''"' '" '"' '''''"'' '"="''"^>' °' ^"^"'=^- "" '''' '^"""^^^ ^^ '''^^'"g d°"« -""^^ ^°«- agriculture than any other manC> rus Hall A cCormick was he inventor of the reaper and the founder of our business. We delight to honor his name, and thir, wc do by carryineforward our great enterprise on his lines of honest, durable machines, fair dealing, and the giving of more than value for every Mar received

'^



This Well Known Double-Spoke, Steel-Rimmed, Steel Tension-Spoke Bicycle
. ...

t
- n O + 4- ^^ ^^''^ ^^^^'^ ^^^ ^^^^'' ^'^"^ '^^'"'"" required during the lifetime of the harvester.

[Vlam Wheel is UUr ratent. ^ j^ ^^^ ^^ j^e lightest wheels made. Its tire is steel .specially rolled with

thickened edges. Its lags are angle steel and strengthen the tire. Its spokes are steel rods doubled and thickened at their

ends. All first-class bicycles have copied this from us. Its hub is very wide and bored large for the roller bearing. The

sprocket wheel is removable.

This Steel-Pinned Drive Chain Outwears Two Ordinary Drive Chains. It is only to be found on the McCor-

mick. Its wearing surface is the greatest known; its joints are covered from the dirt; its steel pins do not turn, but the

wide bearing of the link turns on the steel pins.

This Sprocket Chain Tightener is riveted to a spring steel bar. It springs when a stalk gets into the chain and

prevents breakage; it keeps the chain just tight enough; it saves draft. The mouth of the long oil duct is in a handy

place; it is our patent. ^. . ,

This is McCormick's Long-Tested Roller Bearing. Its cage holds the rollers straight with the shaft. This lessens

draft. Crooked rollers increase draft. These roller bearings are in both ends of the hub of our main wheel and they are in

our grain wheel.

We were very busy last Harvest delivering McCormick machines to our vast army of customers— too busy to pay

much attention to competitive field trials.

To demonstrate the superiority of the McCor-

mick to a public already well aware of that

superiority, and especially at a time when it

was impossible to fill orders already taken,

would not be to make the best use of our

time ; but in some instances, where the field

test has been forced upon us, we have "gone

in to win"—because we knew we had that kind

of a machine. Space prevents our naming

the places and dates, but they number over

one hundred in America alone. In France the

McCormick had a clean sweep, while in Ger-

many, Russia, Australia, and South America

it was victorious almost without exception.

The Right-Haad Open Elevator McCor-

mick is King of Binders.
\V:



The

End of tliv Century

Maehinc

COSTLIEST MACHINE TO BUILD. EASIEST MACHINE IN THE FIELD.CHEAPEST MACHINE TO BUY.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD
The McCormiok Right-hand Self-Binoinq Harvester -Model 1809

Will return to the man who buys it A Greater Value than any other harvester that ever entered the harvest field. Altbough the highest-priced
of all harvesters, its sales in ii^oS were the largest ever made.



,;^:"5«<':
"X^^^U _. C-. r»« J.. „ show the accurate, costly gear-

These rive I- ictures -^^ ^^ u^e RiRht-Hand McCor-

mick. The long picture shows the one-piece end sill of the

hiirvester, to which is fixed the long steel crank-shaft. Its

front box is twice the length of others. Its rear box holds the

bevel wheel and pinion immovably together. This pinion and

wheel run true all the life of the machine. The top picture

shows the sprocket wheel and the removable bushing cut in

halves. It shows the shaft and roller bearing partly drawn out.

This is the End of the Century construction

-

costly, but the "Right-Hand" has .the lightest draft

at all cost.

The picture at the right-hand lower corner shows

(through a shadow of a sprocket wheel) the removable

bushing partly withdrawn and the roller bearing below.

The power for the elevators, reel, and adjuster comes from

this sprocket wheel and causes wear and friction. The

bushing takes the wear and saves the friction. Other harvest-

ers have a solid box, which soon worn out costs a large sum to

replace.

The central pictures are the main cross-^haft and an enlarge-

ment of the clutch cut in half. The removable boxes of the

eross-shaft keep in line. They never bird the shaft as in cheap

machines; but, not content with this, the removable boxes of the

costly-built McCormick are fitted with roller bearings, so, to the

fullest extent, the horses arc saved.

The McCormick Patented Clutch (costing four

times more to make than any other clutch) starts the moving

parts of the machine as quickly as would a mower. The

pawl is covered from dirt. The steel roller in its point rolls

out of the ratchets, saving wear. The bell shipper will not

wrap with trash, as it does not turn with the shaft.

This superb line of gearing fulfills its purpose. It gives

the McCormick wings in comparison with cheap harvesters.

6



A Stiff, Strong, Durable Elevator that

StaVS in Line ^^^ °'"^ ^^'^ found on the McCormick.
^ Weak, slimsy elevators get out of line, rip

the slats from the aprons, tear the canvas, stop the grain, and
worry the farmer. Aprons are the most costly part of the har-
vester to replace. Two stiff stays hold the lower elevator frame
in place. It can not draw apart or push together, cramping the
rollers. The heavy bent steel yoke is riveted to the frame. It

keeps the upper apron frame in place. It supports the sea; where
the driver can see his work. It stiffens the whole machine. It

costs us twice any other yoke to build.

The McCormick Hard Maple, Oil-Boired. Removable Boxes
wear longer, run easier, need less oil. These oil-soaked boxes are the
greatest convenience put on harvesters in years. The farmer looks
how hard it is to get oil to the gudgeons when the oil holes have
are handily replaced. If the driver is too busy to go to town, he
can whittle one out while the horses are eating at noon. We
fit all the bearings for the wood rollers that move with these
hard maple boxes.

The Apron that Carries the Load is Supported in
the Middle by a Third Roller. This keeps
it from sagging and the grain from going to

the rear. Though the aprons are costly, we
do not provide the short ones seen in inferior

machines. We continue the elevator to dis
charge the straw over the wheel.

Loosen the Aprons at Night by quickly '

turning up the lower rollers. It is easily done. Turn up the
rollers as shown in the upper picture when you put on or take off
the aprons, so as to make them buckle and unbuckle easily. The ,

spring rod just above the large lower roller is a lock that prevents
gram from lifting this roller when the machine is at work. Pull the
with one finger and the roller is easily turned up with the other hand,



Our Improved Spring Platform
rp. t. will carry 120 pounds, if necessary, to

• •SslXcner ^.^^p apron runninij. No other ma-

chine has an npron tightener which stretches the apron

more than seven poimds. (The cheap tightener is not

strong enough to keep the cheap apron running, and

it is uuckled up until the spring is rigid, making the

tightener useless.) The spring is adjustable. Both ends

of the roller move together. There is only one spring,

and the flat bar connects the hinged links. The dew
keeps the roots of the grain damp, thus wetting the

front edge of the apron, causing it to contract, which

draws in the front end of the roller; but when one end

goes in or goes out, so goes the other, and the apron is

thus always kept running true.

Loosen your Aprons every night. It is quite

a job on other machines, but is easy and handy on the

Righ.-Hand McCormick. Lift the elevator rollers;

throw the handle (see cut). There is more than $25

in time saved on this one appliance. Like many other

good things, it is to be had only with the McCormick.

We provide our popular hard maple, oil boiled,

easily changed when worn out boxes for the bearings

of this .small roller, which, as every farmer knows,

wear out rapidly.

The McCormick Patent Windboard can

be locked down and locked up. It moves with the

binder. It carries the grain to the binder. The

open end binder requires a rigid board like this.

Sixteen thousand farmers owning old Mc-

Cormick and other binders, doug/if t/icsc roller tensions

last year to replace old tensions of various kinds. This

tells the story of the ever-anticipating McCormick.



Our Right-Hand Binder Model of 1899
is the most simple, reliable, durable, and capable binder that ever
saved grain and twine in a harvest field. It is a wonderful worker.
You can not tell by the appearance of the team when the binder
is compressing and tying the bundle. In 1894 we built one of
these Right-Hand Binders; in 1895 we built a hundred; in 1896
we built a thousand; in 1897 we built :o,ooo; in 1898 we built

80,000; for 1899, the end of the century, we shall build over 100,000!
In construction it is the . ilest of all binders. In operation it

is the easiest of all binder;,.

It is a Great Twine Saver, is the McCormick knotter.
Nineteen balls in the McCormick bind more grain than twenty
on the other machines. In a host of

field trials its steady, fine work has
beaten the irregular performances of

the cheaply-built binders. At home
and abroad it has been a great win-

ning knotter in the season of 1898.

It Ties with Great Certainty.
It has less moving parts than any
other knotter. Other manufacturers
want it, and are getting too close to

it. We have begun three suits in the

United States courts to stop them.

It costs money to defend suits, and,

therefore, poor devices are never —
stolen. The stop-finger in the needle-slot, the knotting-bill point-

ing down, the cord-holding disc and the knife revolving with it,

the double grasp nn the end of the twine, are only a few of its

special points.

The Right-Hand Open Elevator has made a clean, wide swath
of victories at home. Abroad it has secured w4th ease, almost
without exception, the entire list of first prizes.

The One Novell Invention
made in binders during the past ten
years is to be seen in this binder—
the trip spring near the center on
short leverage is the compressor
spring away from the center on long
leverage — and more, -vvhile in cheap
binders the compressing force is

tl rown on to the moving cam wheel,
or. the McCormick it is largely on the

stationary stud upon which the link

is pivoted, and it is thus easy to com-
press the bundle. This is our patent.

See the two middle pictures.



The McCormick Bundle Carrier.
The lever responds promptly to the touch. It delivers

the bundles just when you want 'em and where you want

'em. They all go off the carrier at once. They touch the

ground lightly. It carries more bundles than any other car-

rier. When you want to double up a windrow the carrier

will take the double load— the extra load does not hurt it

—

the double load makes it no harder to operate. The boy

can work it all day long without being tired. The strong

spring brings it back to hold the bundles. The strong spring

does two things— it brings the carrier back into place after

it has slipped by a stone, and it makes easy the task of the

driver in lifting the ends of the teeth to hold the bundles.

The men who operate a McCormick Bundle Carrier say they

would not work with an ordinary bundle carrier for $io a

day; it uses a man up so much; it makes some of the men push so hard that light men have to be strapped into the seat to

work the dumping lever. Drive along the country road in harvest time and the straight row you see was made by a McCor-

mick; the sprawling row was made by the " mean swinging-finger kind." With this kind the outside bundle strikes the ground

first, the next bundle falls two feet after, and so on until they stretch along the field. The machine during all this time is

dragging the bundles through the stubble, shelling grain, and increasing draft, but, worse than all, the poor driver, with legs

stiff from repeated dumpings, must swing the fingers back into place against the momentum of the machine and the stiff

stubble. Fifty dollars would be a small price to pay to be

relieved of this knee-breaker.

Our bundle carrier is the end of the century triumph of

all bundle carriers. Every farmer knows the bundle carrier

on the McCormick Right-Hand knocks the cheap carrying

apparatus of other binders out of the smallest hope of rivalry.

The inventors and the experts, as well as the sharp-eyed

farmers, are all alike enthusiastic over our bundle carrier.

Other manufacturers know this, and have made us various

tempting offers, but we retain it solely for the buyers of the

McCormick; for, althougl. 't costs twice as much to make, it

is worth five times as much in the field as any other carrier.

^^^^^



A CENTURY OF POINTS
IN WHICH THE McCORMICK IS AHEAD OF THE WORLD.

t. With the First Successful
Reaper.

a. With the first machine sup.
ported by two wheels.

3. With the first machine which
carried the greater part of its
weight on a main wheel.

4. With the first machine in
which the horses were hitched
ahead of this single wheel.

5 With the first machine in
which the cutter bar projected
to the side.

6. With the first machine which
supported the grain end of the
platform on a small adjustable
wheel.

7. With the first machine in
which the cutting was done with
a reciprocating knife moving
through fixed lingers driven by
a crank.

8. With the first machine hav-
ing a practical reel.

9. With the first machine hav-
ing a divider.

10. With the first machine hav-
ing a platform to hold the grain,
from which it could be rakevi to
the side, out of the way of the
team in its next round of the
field.

11. With the first practical ma-
chine on which the raker could
ride and deliver a gavel to the
side of the machine.

12. With the machine that took
the Council Medal at the first
World's Fair ever held, London,
1851.

13. With the machine that took
the Grand Prize at Paris in 1855.

14. With the first self-raking
reaper that would cut and de-
liver the gavels to the side ready
for binding, whatever the con-
dition of the grain.

15. With the reaper that won
at Hamburg in 1863.

16. With the reaper that, at
Paris, in 1868, won recognition,
and caused the French govern-
ment to decorate Mr. McCorniick
with the Cross of the Legion of
Honor.

17. With the harvester in which
the platform, on which the men
were carried to do the binding,
always remained horizontal.

18. With the most successful
self-binding machine that used
wire.

19 With a wire self-binding
harvester that won the great
Derby trials in England, in 1878.

20. With a wire self-binding
harvester that caused Mr. Mc-
Cormick to be elected a member
of the French Academy of Sci-
ence.?, "as having done more for
agriculture than any other man."

21. With the patent that cov-
ered all twine binders.

22. With the patent that covers
the use of reciprocatin.? packers
on both sides of the needle.

23. With the patent that covers
the automatic sizing of the bun-
dle.

24. With the first twine self-
binding harvester that won the
great English Derby trials.

25. With square tube steel in
the manufacture of agricultural
machines.

26. With the first sheet steel bot-
toms for harvesting platforms.

27. With the first steel doutale-
spoke-tension wheels for har-
vesters.

28. With a reel having the
greatest range of movement up
and down.

29. With the best platform
apron tightener.

30. With the onlv quick means
of loosening the aprons at night.

31. With oil-soaked, hard ma-
ple, removable bushings for the
apron rollers.

32. With the Btiffest elevator
made.

33. With the strongest and
heaviest elevator yoke.

34. With the most perfectly
fitting gearing.

3<;. With boxes that will keep
in line with the shafting and not
pinch it.

36. With the best form of roller
bearings.

37. With the most secure main
framing.

38. With the most scientifically
braced machine.

39. With the most simple binder.

40. With a binder in which one
spring performs the double work
of tripping and compressing.

41. With the most simple knot-
ting mechanism.

42. With a knotting mechanism
that has only two simple, slow-
running parts to tie the knot.

43- With an adjuster that will
maKe the squarest butted bun-
dles.

44. With an end support for the
grain while the bundle is formed.

^S. With a rigid windboard,
indispensable for open-end har-
vesters.

46. With the longest binder
casting, whereby long grain can
be more centrally bound.

47. With the stillest binder
casting, whereby the needle and
knotter register.

48. With the lightest-draft har-
vester made.

49. With machines of the great-
est durability, reliability, and
simplicity.

50. With machines most easily
handled by the operator.

51. With machines having the
greatest adjustability.

52. With machines having the
greatest range of capacity.

53. With a binder that carries
the power from the packer .shaft,
which runs all the time, to the
needle and knotter shaft in a
more practical and simple man-
ner than any other.

54. With the simplest and most
durable clutch.

55. With the simplest device to
start and .stop the binder.

56. With a binder that has the
greatest annual sale.

57. With a binder that costs us
more money to build.
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58. With a binder that readily
brings more money in the open
market.

59. With a binder that wins in
the field trials.

60. With a binder which the
farmer readily pays for.

61. With a binder that does
such good work that the farmer
is glad to see the agent who col-
lects his note.

C)2. With a binder that has the
smallest amount of breakage.

63. With a binder that can be
depended upon in the harvest
field.

64. With a binder that two
horses can draw; or if more are
wanted, they can be attached and
increase the' amount of work.

65. With a harvester that has
the best knife and guards.

66. With a harvester made of
special forms of metal.

67. With the fir.st practical corn-
harvesting machini..

68. With a corn harvester that
binds the corn while standing on
end.

69. With the strongest corn har-
vester.

70. With a corn harvester that
has the greatest capacity.

71. With a corn harvester that
has the most durability.

72. With a corn harvester that
can pick up and form into a bun-
dle the worst lodged and tangled
corn.

73. With a corn harvester that
can place the band nearer the
middle than any other.

74. With a corn harvester that
has the lightest draft.

75. With a corn harvester that
has th? greatest stren.qtli,

76. With a corn harvester that
can harvest fields where others
fail.

77. With a corn harvester that
can open a land.

78. With a corn harvester that
has a less width than two rows
of corn.

79. With a corn harvester that
can pick \m any down row that
It may make.

80. With a corn harvester that
has a practical bundle carrier.

81. With a mower whose annual
sale is far greater than any other
in all the world.

82. With the lightest-draft
mower.

83. With a mower that will
stop and start, without backing,
in any kind of grass.

84. With the simplest gearing.

8s. With the longest and most
durable pitman.

6(j. With patented bushings.

87. With the most perfect knife
and cutter-bar ever built.

88. With a direct draft from
the team to the shoe.

89. With the only rolling tilt.

90. With a mower that has prac-
tically never met defeat.

gi. With a mower that weighs
fifty pcuinds more than otVier
mowers, and still has lighter
draft.

02. With a Daisy Reaper that
works world-wide, gives salis-
facliim, and has all the latest
appliances.

9.1. With more medals and di-
plomas won.

9<. With greatest annual prod-
uct of machines.

95. With giving full value in
every sale.

96. With ingenuity of its pat-
ented devices.

97. With having the most per-
fect organization, extending
throughout the world, for the
sale of its machines and the fur-
nishing of repairs for them.

98. With having more than
10,000 sales agents.

99. With having more than a,ooo
salaried emploves doing its busi-
ness in the held.

100. With having such great
capital as to insure permanency
to the buyers of McCormick ma-
chines.



_ , ,,, , . c^ . —the invention of the reaper

We Illustrate r acts ^y McCormicU and <mr six

great strides of progress to the end of the century.

Hiding behind the horizon are the shadowy forms of various

dreams of machines which would not work— machines which

failed. McCormick began right there. He began where all others

had tniblidy and ignominiouslv failed. McCormick, with youthful genius, built a machine which was the

firsl 'to take practical worki.ng form. His machine of 1S31 contained the necessary working devices, the

fouiulution liiiuH upon which all reaping machines whatsoever are built, even to the end of the century.

The one grout, important invention of the century to relieve the drudgery of farm work was the—- ' -
invention of the reaucr. After relieving the men with the sickles McCormick did not stop, but turned

to help the men who raked ofT the gaveln, an.l ufterwardH to the hard workers who bound the sheaves. He pushed the bmd.ng of gram with two

ItrSofw"! bulling the one succcHHful wire hinder, which won the great Derby (England) binding trials in .878. He followed this up ^vlth

Btranas 01 wir., t,

^ ^^.^j ^^^^^^^^ triumph by a twine binder, victor on the

same scene, with still greater honors, in 1S81.

The McCormick Patented Transport

Harvesters are not built for road use. Not only are they

too wide, but gullies, culverts, ditches, stones, and roads hard

as rock straiu the frames, wheels, and parts. The lags jolt

the machine, loosening nuts that come off and are lost, and

the machine breakK down, perhaj)*, in the field, causing a

trip to town for repairs, loss of crop and patience. All unite

in believing this a poor way. Why, then, should it be done?

Only because it costs much less to joint the platform than it

docs to provide extra a heavy steel axle and wheels to carry

the whole machine. and parts by which to pull it.



Now, on the March of Prog-
ress, comes the End of the Century Ma-

chine— the Right-Hand McCormick. This

is the most handsome and the handiest of

all harvesting machines. It is the machine

whose devices are combined to greatest

working advantage; whose material gives

greatest strength to least weight; so braced

as to withstand the hardest harvesting

strains; so arranged, with its right-hand

cut, that the horses turn as is their wont

—

to the right (their habit with all other machines); a machine with enormous
capacity and wondrous durability ; a machine in which every detail of con-

struction has been so carefully scrutinized as to make it impregnable— it defies the critics. It

The Unbroken Sill is Stronger than the spliced one. Designing agents loudly talk of

the jointed platform machines. They are paid for it. But the rigid sills of McCormick's Right-Hand
will keep the platform true, the sickle from bending, and the apron running freely.

The Right-Hand can be loaded on the McCormick patented truck more quickly and easily than on
any other, and in one-half the time a platform tan be unjointed and folded, the reel taken off and
loaded, and the knife taken out and tied on. The grain wheel, when the platform is folded, is brought

nearer the heavy parts of the machine. It thus has to stand a heavier load, straining the sills and
platform. On trucks the whole machine is supported without straining.

Slip out the tongue pin and brace (they are held by handy spring catches), turn the horses to the

end of the machine and fasten on the pole (also with handy spring bolts), and drive ahead.

We own the patents on the best plan of folding ever devised, and could save more than $100,000

each year by doing away with our truck, but we build only the best construction.
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the McCormick Masterpiece.

Quick Way of Taking Off the Tonque

For Loading on

THE Truck.

No Bolts or Nuts.



The Strong. Durable. Light Draft Daisy Reaper 'i!:,!,':£ic1i"r;h;
first practical reaper built by Cyrus H. McCormick in 1831 — identical in platform, in divider, and

in reel (with the difference that the reel now performs the double duty of reeling and

raking); identical in the main wheel behind the team to support the machine and give

motion to the reciprocating knife driven through the fixed fingers to hold the grain

;

identical with the small grain wheel— all in all, element for element, this is the machine

Cyrus H. McCormick invented and built, and successfully tested in the summer of 1831.

Upon this reaper of 1 831 as a foundation have been constructed all the various types of

harvesting machines that are in use at this time— the End of the Century.

The High Broad-Faced Main Wheel has no cog rim to fill with dirt and clog

the machine. The driver's seat is hung on the outer end of the axle, and the rake stand-

ard being right at the inner end, a large part of the weight of the machine is thus on

this wide-faced main wheel to give it traction, which is sufficient to cut and rake not

only the heaviest crops of wheat and oats, but also matted clover and flax.

It Is Very Light Draft because the wheels are on a line. It therefore handles

like a cart. It has roller bearings, of our improved patented kind, in both the main

and grain wheels. The new ship- - ..
, .^ „

per lever is right at the driver's

hand, and the machine is quickly

thrown into and from gear while

the team is moving.

The New Lock to
Hold the Platform
Joint is one of the besf

points on the Daisy.
The hinge on which the

platform turns up is

long and heavy, and by
a novel plan securely

locked from sagging.

On the road all strain-

ing and springing is

avoided.

14



The End of the Century Reaper

The
McCORMICK
Folding
Daisy.

The
Medal-Crowned
Queen
OF
Reapers.

IB



A Money-Saving Wrinkle '^ ^^^ wccormick Tiuing

reapers is simply passed over and left uncn T^ i «
^ "'^'"^

1.. w V.

^^^ ^'^^ **^ ^^^ B""dre by settinjr thelatch for either the second, third, fourth, or fifth rake, accord-

h;;s''':tTd7
"^^' '\"^^'^ "' ^^'^^•^•- '^'-^ -kes .ay bethus set for delivering a bundle at regular intervals, but for

beZ,".' f'rT '" ^ '''''' the operation of the rakes Jaybe momentarily changed by pressing the
^

foot and holding the rake until sufficient
gram has accumulated to make a bundle
By a patented plan the heel of the rake
switch can be placed so that all the reels
will rake, thus making bundles so close
together as to form almost a continuous
swath Alniost any crop, however green, will cure whenput into such small gavels.

.

The Reaping Attachment for McCormick Mowers
IS a very convenient device which is furnished on specialorder With the assistance of a boy your grain can be rLpedand dropped in bundles. ^

A Mirage Once-But Now? Mankind for centuriesand centuries had been wrapped in mental slumber-haddreamed and dreamed of devices to subjugate Nature; but

nin^'T mT"'"'"!
^ tantalizing mirag. until the practicalmind of McCormick solved the problem.

A Harvest of Honors. It McCormick reaped a Har-vest of Honors, he had his detractors-so had Lincoln!
16
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These Pictures, with the one
wiiich tills the next twu payes,

tell the story of our progress, but
they merely hint at the improved
methods of manufacture, the al-

most human " machines - that -

make-maelunes " with which our
works are fitted. So wonderfully

tWifrawohr, hears Ihc ling

fifaii||.dil.for flij f.iiicy t/ihe-i winjf)

has our output been increased
by our special moldins:, bolt
and nut, and apron machines,
our special multiple drills and
lathes, and by the specializa-

tion of labor, that instead of
one machine a week, as ear-

lier in the century, in 1899

WE BUILD
ONE M;»CHiNE
EVERY

40 SECONDS.
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A Century of Victory

!

Victory and McCormick have been identical words throughout the

century. McCormicIc has always been the Medal-Crowned Victor. The

McCormicIc has sent numberless competitors into oblivion. Vi/hat are

the names of our competitors of 1846, or 1851. or 1855? Where are the

would-be rivals of 1863. 1868. 1876. or 1879? Even those so recent as

1893 are sinkinu into the dim past. Before the irresistible march of the

ever-conquerinjr McCormick no opposition has survived that met it with

different devices -and the opposition of to-day can not compete with

the McCormick. although their machines have their basis in McCormick's

invention. Vtfe are at the pinnacle of perfection in machine building, not

merely from priority, but through our splendid array of special inventive

talent, our magnificent plant, and our huge resources of all kmds. concen-

trated on building solely one line of machines for the Farmer's Profit.
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T/te End of the Century
reveals the great McCormick Works a^ain .//// / .,

^,,000 farmers, zvUk tluir money ready
spoke for this mower last season
but they were too late-we were sold out

THE MoCORMrOK NEW 4 IV,OWER.-4« F«T ..o 5 FEET CUT.
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On a Right Line ! Always on a Right
Line! That's Where the McCormick
Finger Bar is At !

-'^'^^^y^ °" ^ ^^s^^ ^^^^ it i^

turned out of our works hung* t

a right line with the frame, and after long years of hard use it

still stays at a right line.

Whether Cuttins Level, or Tilted Low, or Tilted
to Cut High, the McCormick Finger Bar is always on a right line.

(When the finger bar on other mowers gets untrue— gets out of the right
line— then comes t/ieir increase in friction, making it hard for the team and
hard for their mowers. T/ieir finger bar gets worn, their knife heads are jerked
off. T/ietr pitmans get broken. T/tetr boxes and connections play out, and

t/ietr mowers will not cut.)

The McCormick has the Finger Bar Hinge
Pivoted on the Outer End of the Coupling Frame.
This is our Patent. The outer end of the coupling
frame is bent horizontally and turned to an exact size in

a lat/ie, while the /ii'nge is bored out, making an exact fit. Our
hinge is long, giving a wide bearing, thus insuring a joint that

will always keep the McCormick bar in line.

The Best New Feature In Mowers To-day is

the McCormick Patented Draft Rod. By it draft is

carried directly to the point of resistance. Take notice

that the draft rod is hooked into the rocking shoe at

its front end, thus drawing the cutter-bar over the ground
instead of pushing it. This feature is only found on McCor-
mick Mowers, and it gives them their great reputation for

running over the roughest ground without "hogging." Our
patent covers the draft rod extending from the moving
double-tree to the rocking shoe.

The Points of the Guards are raised and lowered on
all our mowers without throwing either end of the cutter-bar

out of a right line. This is true only of McCormick Mowers.
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and

The Main Frame is the Foundation of
the Mower, '^'^° frames of McCormick Mowers are

made in three weights to carry cutter-
bars of different lengths. They are all of the same type
smooth, neat, and the metal is placed to give the greatest
strength. The crank-shaft extension is very short— eight
mches shorter than on most other mowers This gives
great strength and makes the mower run more steadily
as the cutter-bar has less leverage to whip the frame back
and forth, pounding the tongue against the horses.

The steel-forged forked coupling arm, with the heavy roundextension to which tne cutter-bar is pivoted, is used Tn JonMcCormick Mowers It is our patent. The front arm is adjust^able in a head that is sleeved on the end of the crank-
shaft extension of the frame, making a connection hav
ing ten times the wearing surface of any other mower.

The axle turns in the frame in our celebrated roller
bearings. Friction is lessened on slow-run-
ning shafts that carry loads by the use of
roller bearings if they are of the right kind
Our roller bearings have been in use sixteen yearsWe know they are right.

There are places where roller bearings lessen

steel h.Ki„> r /I I *^,f^
^""^ ""^'^ P^^^^« ^'^^'•e oui- patented

motrf "f'^^ ^'"' ^"""^ '^^ y^^'' °f life of one of ourmowers, save more draft. We know by trial, hence we use bothtn the mam frame ts fitted zvith a bushing
The Gear on IMcCocmick Mowers is better fitted than on anv nth..rIt IS accurately centered and bored. The cross-shaft tnrn« in /I ( ^

a Inno- heirino- TV,- f-,.i a i .^ •

cross-snatt turns in the frame, givine-

More Tool Work is Done
ON THE Gearing of
McCormick Mowers

than on any otheb mowers,

thus making them the

Most Accurate,
Most Mechanical,
Most Durable,
Most Easy Running.

Every bearing
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The McCormick Cutting Apparatus rs Built as
Carefully as a Watch, ^^!^^ ^^^> ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ with its

^„„ 1, u -11 .,. ^ ,
knives, passes two inspections. Themen who build the bars do nothing else and have done nothing else for yearsThey are experts. The steel plates in the guards and the knives, fit and cuthke a new pair of shears. This wonderful accuracy is only attained by workmenwho keep everlastingly at this one job. Small builders can not become as skiWuand their mowers therefore have far heavier draft. One poorly fitting guard willincreaHc draft at lea.st ten pounds.

i, s 't'" wui

stee7^!l%!l^^''TT'^''
Finger-Bars and Knife-Bars are rolled when thesteel is cold. This increases strength and stiffness about 25 per cent It costshowever. The diagonal-tlncknted rear part of the fingcr-bar also stiffens it greatly'and It 18 ,5 per cent stronger in withstanding twisting strains. The wearing plates

are extra hard steel, the bolts are counter-sunk with the nuts below, and the guards
are of the best curve, to allow close cutting without running into the ground We
build our entire cutting apparatus, guards, knives, sections, plates, bolts, and all.We know they are built on honor and that the material is the best money can buy.

The McCormick Connecting-Rod gives the knife full stroke.The part of a mower which usually breaks first, which wears out first which
gets loose first, which causes the most trouble, is the connecting-rod its' boxes
and Its attachments to the knife and fly wheel. Knowing this, we make ours
a first-class job. The second-groivth hickory pitman, the extra heavy straps
with four rivets at each end, put on and riveted by hand, the Swede's iron
bolts and horned nuts, and the joints which allow the bar to take any position
without binding, the knife-head and wrist-pin, all together make a job that is

far better than on any other mower.

The McCormick Patented Pitman Box and Crank Shaft Bushing is
valuable. No bearing is so free from friction as babbitt on a steel shaft Too
large a body of babbitt will, however, pound out of shape. Our patented way is to
melt the babbitt inside the box or bushing and then rapidly rotate the box thus
throwmj/ the babbitt to the outside, tn which it solders. Tlie dross is then rimmed
out, giving a hard, close lining of babbitt, free from air holes. Our boxes and bush-
ings made on this plan have double life— a McCormick feature exclusively



At the

End of the Century

Fifty out of every hundred Mowers
sold around the world bear the
name McCormick.

The New Biq 4 MoCorm.ok Mower.- 6 Feet and 7 Feet Cut.
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A Page of Comparisons, a^te of hi v^r'^'
''

'i 'Ix^''
>"pstrations showing the construction of certain

ation may be best understood by comparison sSilar featurlf
7"'^ ' ^'''' ^^''''''' ''^"^ ^^ '^' P"'"^« ""^er consider-

In the first picture (beginning aftTekft) are sLnth
""«^^^'-. '"«^^^'- ^^^ «hown at the bottom.

Mccormick this Is suppoLdl^t bofhlds wh oTthe other^mrr^r'
^'''"^ °' ^"^P"'"^'"^ ^^^ ^^^'^l"^'-- ^'^''^f^

= - the
t :rns in the frame, which is fitted with removable bu^^hinecheur.nl'' °Ti'"^ ^^ '"'T''''-

'" '''' McCormick the shaft
bevel wheel turns on the shaft, increasinTScLn and thin?^ T^ ^ ''?''''^ ^^ ''''' ^^"'"' ^^'^'^^ '" ^he otl er the
Look at the meshing of the teeth, the rctrr^fck alve a^d'heXV b^^^^^^

''^" '™" "'^" """ ^'^^ '^^^"^'"^'^'^ ^^'^ ^P^-

will m^^e^^^^chttuLHtlr^^^^^^^ 'l;LTnl'"T^^:r'rp^^"^^- «°-^ °^^-—
^ -^y '-ve two, and

The higher the fly-wheel the more the knif.1 T ^ ^'Tl'
^^' ^^Cormick above and the other below.

mick Mowers not only^aveIhl 1 n^ t pU^tn bu tL™tVrit^ m"'"'^^'^
^"' ^'^"^^"^ ^^^ ^-'^-- -^^e McCor-

It not only gives the mower more tocTion if k p^ o/the su^t7 I'V'^r ''^^ '' "° ''"' ^^^ "^°^^^ ^elow 21°.

grass to the inside edge of the outer wheel on he McComlcrNew 4 M
''" '^'; '' '' '' '''''''' ^''"^ ^^^ '^^' '' the

A full swath can be cut with the McCormick. L^kreTh'S^A^^;^^:^:^ ''' "-''''' ''''''' '''^^



The Great Record on mower sales
was broken last season by the sale of
McCormick Mowers, and placed one-third
higher than ever before.

The Tremendous Demand for McCormick Mowers ^^'^ '^^'°" '^°^^« ^^^at the intelligent

400 per day, and even this immense output left us 25,000 short of suonlvinsr th.^ rJZ!^T J^'"''
°^ ^''^"'' ^^'^ ^"'^' "''^'"

The great output guarantees the superior quality of the machines
For mstance, three men, day after day and all through the year, rivet the
straps onto the pitmans. They become very expert, and every part is
alike and done right. So it is with coupling-frames, gear-wheels, poles
frames, cutter-bars, knives, etc. All work is specialized. All the' work-
men are experts, and the mow-
ers are the best ever turned out
of any works in all the world.

A Little Mower Up to
Big Work is tlie McCormick
Little 4. It was built, at first,

for small European farms of
fifteen or twenty acres, but its

fame has made it popular at
home. It is the very thing
for the lawn. Owners of sub-
urban homes like it. It cuts
about the house, in the orchard,
or in the meadow. It does not
cut as fast as our New 4 or Big 4

'"

mowers, but it does its work just
as well

;
in fact it should, as it is built on the

same plan. It has the simple gearing, long pit-
man, serviceable draft-rod, and perfect rolling
tilt of our regular mowers ,„„. ^ One-Horse Mower.

^ mowers. three and one-half or four feet cut
31



McCormick Hay Rakes Have Backbone. This angle

in carb™, ,1„„ ^nvins U „.„, ,li«,,.„ TOcTeo',,""/""
?'"-"•

,." " T'' """"'"^ rolled fo7™7ratl', 'uflilgh
hoidin, c«i„,i „,t,r„i .c-s»r:::o-2v.r , ;;:»! tu-i^ '^t-^,„

t-;*- »-
^"'-'i

- ^^ ^y .==*.
and get much t-reatcr stiffness. There is no u-reatcr „„!„„..,,. ? , ,

""'t'""" nsf a hig'-r carbon stock
the teeth in the center p,„„. .he ,„„nd InTtC.Z:2 n^-^^thT .' ."" " '''" '''"' " ^"""^' "''' " "-"'^^

Tir7whf4'™e"h"hSt^e;.:f?:n.«XrLk^^^^^^^^

half-inch bolts, and the inner end is forged
flat and bolted with another half-inch
double-nutted, close-driven bolt. It is put
on to stay.

The Most Easily Dumped Hand
Rake. With twelve other rakes we spentThe Strona: Wide Hound strengthens

the rake head. It is 14 inches wider thai
on some rakes. It will carry 400 pounds
without springing. The weight of the
driver and the draft of the horse is
thus thrown onto the rake head
nearer the wheels.

ten days in the field, and we know tluit most
dump rakes are back-breakers. Try ours
Our plan of self-dump has been in use
twenty years, and as we will build it we

are sure it will be tlie best in the world.
The shafts arc quickly made into a pole

when two horses are used.



Built in Three Sizes

S-io-12 Pert,

Both Hand and

Self Dump.

Mccormick all-steel hay rakes.
KINGS OF THE MEADOW.

8 Feet. 20 or 26 Teeth. 12 Feet. 32 or 40 Teeth.
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Triumphant is the McCormick Vertical Corn Binder.
The loiged twisted

and tangled corn of
the past season settled any remaining question as to which is the best corn binder. Cn the Edwards
farm, one mile cast of Dundee, III, two new 1S98 flat corn binders were left standing in the field they
could not handle the corn, and a McCormick Vertical was hired from a neighbor to do the difficult work

we having .^old out of machines. This is

only one instance.

The Corn Travels Less in Gowg
Through the McCormick than Through
Any Other. It therefore handles the corn
less; it causes less friction and therefore takes
less power; it knocks off less ears; it forms a
better bundle, as it more quickly puts the
stalks into the bundle chamber, and it binds
a tighter bundle, as it has the power to do
so. In other words, tho McCormick is so

compactly built, so strong, ;uid has such great
power, and it handles the corn so little, that
it can always be depended upon to cut and
bind any corn, whatever its condition.

Only 52 Inches Wide, and Can Open
a Land Without Dragging a Row Under
the Machine. Notice the diagram in the

upper corner of the page. After opening a

land you can go the other way and pick up
the bent row without trouble. It has three

square tube sills and is very stiff. The flat

binders are wide, slimsy, with only one
round axle that has several bends.

Roller Bearings are in all the Main
Boxes. There are two in the main wheel.

When made too long they are liable to cramp.

The upright shafts are pointed and can not be
cramped. Draft ? Lightest of any corn binder.

M



The End of the Century

McCormick Vertical Corn Harvester.
It Works Where Others Fail.

IT WINS ON THESE POINTS:

I.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Ease and Quickness of Adjustments
Longest Adjustment of Band.
Fewest Ears knocked Off.
Picking Up Down Oorn.
Opening lands.
Tight Binding.

Square Butts.
Light Draft.

Durability.

Strength.

The Best Self-Bindinq Corn H.arvester-Also the First
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Long and Short Corn Bound Jn the Middle.
A handle convenient to the driver allows him to at once place the

band on the bundle where he wants it ; and the binder works in what-
ever position the bottom is put. The handle works a double arm that
raises the floor and keeps it level all the time. A vibratinjr board
knockmj,' the stalks endwise and packers jcrkinjr them sidewise, and
both acting at the same time, as they do on the flat binders, increase
draft, tanjrlc the stalks, make uneven butted bundles, and knock ofT
cars. In the McCormick Vcrtic;-! the stalks slide on their butts easily

^|gf\'(lT^'^fl llfl ^^1 N5!9lfflH
'''"'^ Rcntly to place in the bundle.

^Hi^M VT I ''^iliSPH5r~~j '" Picking Up Lodged Corn We Lead the World. The
tremendous stjffness of our machine and the strength of its chains,
together with the ea.sy slope of the gathering prongs and the wide
trough formed by the upper boards, let the corn slide
easily back to the binder. The points of the prongs
can be put directly on the ground, and every stalk
picked up; and the machine is strong enough to
stand such rough work.

fh.JoU^^
Top Chains on Both Sides of the Row bring up and straighten tall, tangled corn. Notice

ThZ Irl v'^'.u'^ ^^''^T'"''^
"" P^*-'^ ^7- '^'^'y ^^''^"^^ '" f'-'^"^ "f '^"^' to the rear of the main chains.They are adjustable m and out of the corn, and are quickly taken off when not needed. We know they vvillcarry back the tops of d do it positively without knocking off many ears and without any breakage to the machine.Large Bevel and Sprocket Wheels are Used. There is double wearing surface on one ..f our bevel wheels.

Perhaps no part of the machine uses power as fast as the chains on the prongs
on each side of the row. Other corn binders u.se small sprockets f..r their chains
and at the rear use three sprockets for each chain. We use only one large
sprocket at the rear, thus saving draft and increasing the life of the machine.

For thirty years manufacturers have been experimenting to get a main wheel
of the right size. They have built wheels all the way from" thirty to forty inchesm diameter, but it is now generally admitted that thirty-six inches makcs'a wheel
of the ideal size and strength.

For 1899 the main wheel on the McCormick Vertical Corn Binder will be
thirty-six inches.
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The
MODcRN
MoCORMIOK
Corn Hu8ker

AND
Fodder Shredder

Increases the Food Value of the

Corn-stalk One-half.

Greatest in Capacity.

The Feeder Stands in Front.
The Husking Rolls are Crosswise.
The Shredder-Head Both Splits and Cuts.
The Sieve Surface is Very Large.

Best Bargain at its Price of Any Farm Tool,
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Feeding Experiments Show the Value of Shredded
Fodder. ^" !'''' '^'"'>' '''^''""' ""^^ ^'^^ ^of" i« cut, and much of it is husked

and shredded. The shredded fodder is stacked outside or
stowed away in the barn, and when in .i,.ood condition it sweats out, makiuL^
sweet, bright feed, equal in food value to ,^ood hay. The stock eat it freely

A Medium-Sized Machine with Large Capacity. Our machine is
best fitted for one farm, or for several in the same neighborhood. We how-
ever, mount it on wheels, and many buy it for job work. It is a little giant
It has i6.mch feed and snapping rolls of our patented kind, and a shredding
head (see upper cut) of the same width, fitted with radial knives that cut both
lengthwise and crosswise of the stalk. This both splits the stalk and cuts the
splits into short lengths. The knives are so placed as to cut one at a time
Ihis makes it easier for the machine to keep a more regular motion The
flaring washers at the end of the knives cover the ends of the shaft and boxes
thus preventing the very troublesome wrapping of the bands.

The Feeder Stands in Front of the Feed Rolls. He can push the
stalks ahead with much greater ease and feed more uniformly than from the
side. The machine can be kept more constantly at work, and at proper speed.

The One Safety Lever and Clutch of any value is shown at the out-
side of the picture. The handle is right in front of the feeder. His body will
come against it before his hand can reach the rolls. By our patented c'lutch
the rolls are stopped at once. Others talk of safety levers ; this is the only
practical one. ^

Large Sieve Surface for Cleaning the Corn that is accidentally
shelled is also provided. The shelled corn is, after cleaning, elevated into a

sack. The fodder carrier swings nearly one-half of a turn, and the ear corn carrier
IS also swiveled. For its size we sell it at a less price than any other farm tool
Seventy years ago McCormick's invention of the reaper increased the value of every
acre on the farm

;
and now we ofifer this machine at a low price, that the corn cropmay be economically used, and another step scored in increasing the value of the farm

Power Required.-A three-horse tread or four-horse sweep "v.ill run the machine
to do a fair amount of work, but eight, ten, or twelve-horse or steam power can be usedand work done in proportion.
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ages rolled away in Time's cteilti)^ tbntl);
•'^ flders"ofjhe past in fnuUW cadence toll,

»1(J)()iit'i from SOte^triumphant s<»U|,'; ;
'

tbe -fm, bc\ond tire" "chores of earth, '
.

int jold creation's bi»th.

iK^^>|^t^steady swing and tread,

j-therc are no heroes d^d;
e ijlisfning in the sun,

yount them one by one;,

cir banners are unfurled,

^. 'y '" greefijpi Ireeie that' pfe)^ across the world,

AnJ listening ages 'bow'.^^g^iitK Achievement's Pioneers,

laimed to every naUiiMfei^e Clock that Strike* the Years.

The roll-calf (^Mw Century— what .splen^d names arc those!
They ma4e for,-^pilfjujd progress, they lessened human woes:
The Ayide v»0|;ld paP)r«;them homage— they have no worthy foes.

How clear it rings upon the ear; each well-rcmembcred name—
I?ult!|ft, Whitney, Stephenson -t- undying is their fame; JJ''^«»,^

Gooidywir, "Tesla, Ericsson—-ye^klibw them all full well —.,

McCormick, Fessemit-^ and .jloli'e, Morse, Edison, and Bell.

These are the Giants of the Aue-^jthe Century that's past, ^
With heart,- and brain, and sturdy <lj|i^ their monuments; were r.T-t

In living deeds! Their work goes icSS 'forever and for aj^,,
.Memorials of marble— bmn^g^esejfcnimble and <lecayjjftji.

-"-''~ns/:|«me^.7iegjT^^^^^^d, these st.-.Iwan gremdiei'
!tillgtffiKame4a^lon9MSPhe*CIocl< that Strikes the

I

'iMim&.i.
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>
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